ABSTRACT The advantages of mobile edge computing (MEC) in lower energy consumption, improved bandwidth and reduced delay have attracted extensive studies. We consider a multiple smart wearable devices (SWDs) single smart mobile device (SMD) MEC system where the computation-intensive tasks can be offloaded to SMD and MEC server to improve resources utilization in this paper. To further minimize the energy consumption and satisfy the delay constraints of SWDs, SMD cooperation is introduced and we jointly optimize two-tier computation and communication resources in this system to achieve our objective. The formulated problem is a non-convex optimization problem where we design an efficient iterative algorithm by integrating the block coordinate descent and convex optimization techniques together. The proposed algorithm ensures convergence to a suboptimal solution based on the properties of convex optimization problem. In particular, the original non-convex optimization problem is decomposed into two convex optimization subproblems. Furthermore, we simplify the first subproblem using Lagrange method which is transformed into solving a set of non-linear equations. The extensive simulation results indicate that the proposed algorithm by jointly optimizing two-tier computation and communication resources can reduce energy consumption compared with other baseline methods. The solution of proposed algorithm is close to the optimal solution and can be generated in a shorter time.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of Internet of Things (IoT) [1] and Device-to-Device Communication [2] , Internet has been extended to everything. Smart Wearable devices(SWDs) have become the most directly and frequently contacted electronics with users. However, a considerable part of smart wearable devices has weak computation capacity, finite battery power and low transmission rate. The finite battery lives, limited computation capacities and lower bandwidths of SWDs pose significant challenges on popularizing SWDs. Device cooperation [3] and Mobile Edge Computing [4] are promising solution. Device cooperation means that SWD can offload intensive computation tasks (e.g., augmented reality, virtual reality, healthcare, voice recognition, face recognition) to nearer smart mobile device(SMD) with much higher bandwidth and sufficient computing capacity than SWD. SMD also can offload part of computation task to nearby
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Theofanis P. Raptis. edge server. The higher bandwidth of SMD and the sufficient computation capacity of edge server can offset these disadvantages [5] . In order to maximize resource utilization and energy efficiency, by integrating device cooperation, MEC and computation offloading, we propose a two-tier MEC system with a single edge server and SMD serving multiple SWDs, and study energy-saving resource allocation strategies in this paper.
A. PRIOR WORK SWD [5] , [6] faces some critical issues, such as short battery life, limited computation capacity and stringent latency [7] . Those issues hinder the popularity of smart wearable devices. Mobile edge computing (MEC) [8] has the advantages of lower energy consumption, powerful computation capacity and reduced latency. MEC has been extensively studied in computer science, including system architectures (MAUI [9] , Fog Computing [10] ), edge management (edge caching [11] , edge workload scheduling [12] ), existing products (Azure IoT Edge [13] , AWS Greeengrass [14] ). Offloading intensive computation task to nearby edge server can solve those issues which has made in-depth study. Reference [15] offloaded computation tasks to mobile cloud and proposed the Game-Theoretic-based solution algorithm which has at least one Nash Equilibrium to achieve its objective. Reference [15] considered that mobile device changes its activeness dynamically. But the latency could not meet the requirements. Reference [16] considered a multiple mobile users MEC system, jointly optimized the offloading selection, communication and computation resource allocations and formulated the energy consumption minimization problem as a MINLP problem. Reference [17] , [18] integrated energy harvesting and mobile edge computing together, aimed to minimize the energy consumption and achieve the optimal offloading policy, and took convex optimization technique and reinforcement learning, respectively. Reference [19] considered a multiple users cache-enhanced MEC system, jointly optimized caching policy, computation and communication resources, and applied the block coordinate descent and convex optimization techniques to minimize energy consumption. There are also various efforts on reducing the energy consumption and improving the energy-efficiency in MEC [20] - [23] . For example, [20] aimed to maximize the sum computation rate of the whole wireless devices by optimizing the computing mode selection and the transmission time allocation, [23] showed a deep reinforcement learning-based online offloading framework to maximize the weighted computation rate by jointly optimizing computation and communication resources. References [15] - [23] can effectively reduce the energy consumption of smart devices by offloading computation tasks to edge server. These papers are all that the computation tasks are directly offloaded to MEC server or near smart device.
However, for some smart devices, especially smart wearable devices, although short-range communication speed can satisfy the communication delay of application, long-distance data transmission will result in increased energy consumption. The energy cost by data transmission increases with the distance increasing between SWD and access point. The objective of energy saving can not be achieved because of the long-distance data transmission. Therefore, we introduce device cooperation to reduce the energy consumption of data transmission for SWD. Device cooperation has promised in solving the bandwidth limitation of SWD. Doubly near-far problem [24] is a typical problem. Lots of work have already been done [3] , [25] - [28] . Through user cooperation, the nearby user spends part of its transmission energy and time on forwarding the far-away user's input data to AP in [3] , and [3] also integrated energy harvesting to maximize the weighted sum-rate. Reference [25] investigated the use of cooperation communications in computation offloading for a two-user's wireless powered transfer MEC system, aimed to minimize the transmit energy of AP and proposed a two-phase method to result the optimal resource allocation strategy. Reference [26] aimed to minimize the total energy consumption in a three-node MEC system, and proposed a four-slot protocol for achieving the objective by jointly optimizing the computation and communication resources. Reference [27] studied the cooperation of multiple MEC enabled-base stations. In order to maximize the benefit of the time cost and energy consumption of the whole wireless devices covered by the system, a novel computation offloading strategy which allowed the MEC-BS schedule extra offloading tasks to other MEC-BSs was proposed. Reference [27] presented a new direction for device cooperation. In [28] , the authors considered the total energy efficiency maximization which was defined as the ratio of the user throughput to its harvested energy in a two-user WPT-MEC system. Those existed studies verify that device cooperation can effectively reduce energy consumption. Hence, device cooperation can be used to solve the low bandwidth problem. Learning from [29] , [30] , the offloading input data can be transmitted to near smart device through D2D. In [29] , a lightweight computation offloading method that offloaded the computation task to nearer mobile devices was proposed to save energy of wearable devices. In [30] , the authors proposed a D2D cooperation scenario to optimize network reliability.
Most of papers on device cooperation have only studied between SMDs. However, we study the following scenario which includes multi-SWD consisting a computation task each, single-SMD as a helper and a MEC server. In order to improve resource utilization, the edge cloud model is introduced. Reference [31] - [33] learn the architecture of two-tier hierarchical edge cloud where mobile devices can offload tasks to edge server and cloud. A closed-form optimal task splitting strategy was proposed in [32] which transformed the original resource allocation problem into an equivalent convex optimization problem and obtained the closed-form computation resource allocation strategy by leveraging the convex optimization theory in the collaborative cloud and edge computing. Reference [33] developed an efficient three-step algorithm comprised of semi-definite relaxation, alternating optimization, and sequential tuning which aimed to minimize the overall cost of energy, computation, and delay for all users in mobile cloud with computing access point. However, although the edge cloud model can greatly expand the computation capacity, offloading computation tasks to cloud will lead to increased latency. According to the architecture of two-tier edge cloud, we propose the two-tier SMD edge model where SWD can offload task to SMD and edge server.
Ultimately, according to these researches, we propose our work to minimize the energy consumption of multi-SMD single-SMD MEC system. With the help of SMD, the offloading data can be transmitted to MEC server at a lower energy consumption than the direct transfer to MEC server. Meanwhile, the two-tier SMD edge model can improve resource utilization. Hence, our proposed model can reduce the total energy consumption.
B. CONTRIBUTION
This paper considers resource allocation in a multi-SWD single-SMD MEC system based on TDMA and multiantenna. Multi-antenna supports SMD to receive or transmit the offloading data from multiple SWDs concurrently. Each SWD has a computation task which owns a different input data and different computation loads within the same latency constraint. We assume that computation task can be split for separate computing. Each SWD can simultaneously perform local computing and offloading. SWD offloads part of offloading data to SMD and this part of computation task executes on SMD. Then, SMD receives another part of offloading data and transmits them to MEC server. In the two-tier MEC system, we not only study multiple tasks offloading mechanism assisted by SMD, but also explore the advantage of the SMD edge model in reducing energy consumption. Our objective is to minimize the energy consumption of the system which subjects to the latency constraints, and the computation and communication resource of SMD and MEC server. The contributions of our work are as follows.
In terms of system model. We propose a new paradigm MEC system that makes full use of the computation and communication resource on SMD and MEC system. Our study is different from researches that offload computation tasks to the MEC server directly and use device cooperation between SMDs. Due to the low bandwidth of SWD, the offloading input bits are transmitted to the SMD which has high bandwidth. Part of offloading input data are executed on SMD and another part of offloading data are transmitted to the MEC server assisted by SMD. Proposed system can be used for multi-SWD by using SMD cooperation to reduce latency and total energy consumption.
In terms of formulated problem. The architecture of hierarchical edge cloud in general can greatly expand the total computation capacity, but at the same time this architecture makes the overall latency unable to satisfy the constraints. The contradiction prompts us to propose the two-tier SMD edge model. By integrating SMD and MEC server resources, the contradiction can be solved by optimizing the computation and communication resources of SMD and MEC server simultaneously. Therefore, the problem is a formulated as a joint optimization problem for two-tier computation and communication resources to minimize the total energy consumption of the SMD-assisted MEC system while meeting the constraints of the SWDs.
In terms of solution. Since the formulated problem is non-convex optimization problem which is not easy to solve, we propose an iterative algorithm by integration of the block coordinate descent method and convex optimization techniques to solve the problem. Then we decompose the non-convex problem into two convex optimization subproblems and the proposed algorithm iteratively optimizes the solution until the relative energy consumption error within specified tolerance. Besides, by leveraging the Lagrange Multiplier method, the subproblems are simplified and the computational efficiency is improved remarkably.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model. In section III, problem formulation is introduced, the detail problem solution is shown and the corresponding resource allocation algorithm is given. Simulation results and discussion are given in Section IV, followed by is the conclusion in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
As shown in Fig. 1 , we consider a basic MEC system that consists of one AP node with an edge server and one user with one high-bandwidth smart mobile device and multiple low-bandwidth smart wearable devices. All the SWDs are equipped with one single antenna. The SMD and AP are equipped with multiple antennas and configured in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) [22] , [34] . The set of SWDs can be denoted as N = 1, 2, . . . , N . SWD i has a computation-intensive task
, where I i denotes the size of computation input data involving in the computation task A i ,C i denotes the total number of CPU cycles required to process task A i and T i denotes the corresponding task time constraints of the task A i . Due to relative smaller amounts of computation results, the downloading of computation results from edge to SMD consumes negligible device energy. Similarly, the downloading from SMD to SWD performs the same processing. We assume that the time constraints for each task are identical and equal to the time block, i.e. T i = T , i ∈ N . Each SMD can execute its task by local execution, or by edge execution. We define the offloading ratio vector to the MEC server with the help of SMD as λ λ λ wme = Our objective is to minimize the energy consumption of the MEC system for accomplishing the tasks of N SWDs.
A. LOCAL EXECUTION MODEL
We define F max i as the maximal CPU frequency of SWD i, and the CPU-cycle frequency to accomplish task
which can be adjusted by DVFS [35] technique to meet the time constraints while ensuring low energy consumption. When task A i is computed by local execution, the required time is
Considering that the local execution must be completed within T i , and the local execution time constraint is denoted as follows:
Corresponding energy consumption of SWD i is
where κ w i is the effective switched capacitance depending on the chip architecture [36] . We set κ w i = 10 −27 based on the practical measurement in [37] .
B. EDGE EXECUTION MODEL
In order to successfully execute computation tasks with I i > 0 input data before the end of this time block T , the input bits are generally partitioned into three parts for local execution, offloading to SMD and offloading to AP with SMD as relay, respectively. The corresponding ratios of input bits are λ loc i , λ wm i , λ wme i for task A i . In this subsection, we consider the latter two kinds. Assuming that a high-speed multi-core CPU is available at the edge server, and SMD has finite computation capacity. Hence execution time on the edge server is ignored and calculation time on SMD must be considered. Meanwhile, considering the powerful computation capacity of MEC server, the energy consumption of MEC server is ignored while accomplishing the offloading tasks. Also, we ignore the time and energy consumption of receiving the result because of the smaller size of computation feedback. Accordingly, the energy and time consumption on this MEC system consists of computation and communication processes, including computing on SMD or locally and transmitting the offloading data to SMD or edge server. We assume that the channel power gain remains constant during each block transmission time, but can vary from one time block to another.
1) EDGE EXECUTION ON SMD
The λ wm i I i input bits are transmitted from the i-th SWD to SMD, and all of these offloading data are computing on the SMD. Also, the wireless channel is constituted of multiple orthogonal frequency subchannels, whose number are the same as the number of SMD antenna. Meanwhile, we assume that SMD has sufficient number of antennas. According to the Shannon-Hartley Equation, the achievable rate for SWD i in its time slot can be obtained as
where B wm is the bandwidth of the wireless subchannel from SWD i to SMD in its occupied subchannel, p wm i is the transmit power of SWD i, h wm i is the channel power gain from SWD i to SMD, and N 0 is the Additive White Gaussian Noise(AWGN) between SWDs and the SMD. As a result, the time consumption on SWD-SMD execution that equals the transmission time for the λ wm i I i input bits and can be denoted as:
Meanwhile, the energy consumption for sending the λ wm i I i input data from the i-th SWD to SMD can be given by:
After SMD received the data and successfully decoded the λ wm i I i bits, SMD starts computing the offloading task for A i . We assume that SMD employs multi-core CPU and supports multiple independent tasks to execute in parallel. We denote F max m as the SMD's maximal CPU frequency. Let F m i represent the allocated CPU frequency to compute the offloading task A i at SMD. Consequently, the time spending on executing the λ wm i C i offloading cycles can be expressed as
For the nearer SMD, the decoding time for SWD's information is negligible compared with the uplink offloading time for SWDs and SMD's information. We consider the time transmitting from SWD to SMD t wm i and the SMD's executing time t m i as the first total latency of the MEC system. Thus, we give the constraint as follows:
Therefore, the energy consumption of SMD for finishing the offloading task is given by
where p idle i is the power consumption of the computing resources allocated to A i in idle state. In one time block T , idling time includes the waiting time of collecting λ wm i I i input data and the idle time after offloading task is finished.
Considering SMD with finite computation capacity, the limited capacity should satisfy the following constraint. The constraint is upper-bounds CPU frequency of offloading VOLUME 7, 2019 data that SMD can process in each CPU cycle. We denote the limited capacity constraint as following:
2) EDGE EXECUTION ON MEC SERVER
Based on the TDMA protocol, the offloading input bits λ wme i I i start uploading after the offloading data transmission λ wm i I i is completed. This data transmission is divided into two phases. SWD transmits those data to SMD in the first phase. In the second phase, SMD uploads them to AP and edge server accomplishes the computation tasks.
In the first phase, we define the time slot t wme i as the transmission time, p wme i is the transmit power and R wme i is the achievable rate for SWD i in this time slot. As a result, the time consumption and the achievable rate in this phase can be denoted as:
Therefore, the energy consumption can be given by
Similarly, since SMD has multiple antennas, we assume that the wireless channel between SMD and MEC server is composed of multiple orthogonal frequency subchannels which ensure that SMD can simultaneously offload the offloading data received from multiple SWDs. With various protocols such as decode-and-forward and amplify-andforward, SMD decodes the received signal from SWDs, and forwards the received message to the MEC server. Meanwhile, the achievable rate for transmitting λ wme i I i bits in occupied subchannel during the last time slot can be obtained as
where B me is the bandwidth of the wireless subchannel from SMD to AP, p me i is the transmit power in occupied channel of SMD, h me i is the channel power gain from SMD to AP, N 1 is the Additive White Gaussian Noise(AWGN) between SMD and the MEC system. Hence, the time consumption can be denoted as:
Meanwhile, the energy consumption for uploading the λ wme i I i input data from the SMD to AP can be given by:
Besides, the computation capacity of the edge server is finite, and then we denote F max e as the maximal computation ability of the edge server. In this paper, F max e represents the maximum number of CPU cycles available in one time slice. Hence, the total number of CPU cycles computed on the edge server is limited by:
where we ignore the edge computing latency for it's small enough compared with the transmission time. Now, we consider the three data transmission time t wm i , t wme i and t me i as the second total latency of the MEC system. There are some differences between C3 and C6. t m i denotes the time spend on completing the offloading task of SWD i at SMD. The two processes that the offloading task λ wme i C i of SWD i is transmitted to MEC server assisted by SMD, and SMD completes the offloading task λ wm i C i of SWD i are executed in parallel. Meanwhile, because of the simplex communication, the former process starts executing after the offloading data transmission λ wm i I i is finished. Thus, we give the constraint as follows:
The two offloading ratio vector and the local computing ratio vector, i.e. λ wm λ wm λ wm ,λ wme λ wme λ wme ,λ loc λ loc λ loc , should satisfy the following constraint for every SWD. and t m i . Ultimately, the total energy consumption of the i-th SWD in one time block can be presented by:
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROBLEM SOLUTION
The paper aims to minimize the total energy consumption of the MEC system with specified delay constraints. And the minimize problem is formulated as follows: 
C1 and C6 are converted to C9 and C10, separately. C2 is always true and can be eliminated. ). The optimal transmission power can be denoted as follows. Therefore, C3 and C6 are converted to C11 and C12, respectively. 
Third, based on (7) and C11, the energy consumption of SMD has a monotonous increasing trend with the increase 
We get that C11 is always true and can be eliminated and C4 is converted to C13. Then, substitute expressions into P 1 and furthermore replace the equality constraint. As a result, P 1 can be converted P 2 . 
where the objective function h can be denoted as follows: 
A. OPTIMIZING THE OFFLOADING RATIOS AND THE LATTER TWO TIME SLOTS
In this subsection, we formulate the first subproblem to optimize communication and computation resources given the transmission time slot used to transmit the offloading input data. To be specific, this subproblem jointly optimize CPU frequency of SWDs, the offloading ratio and the data transmission time for each SWD to get the optimal resource allocation policy.
We (21), as shown at the top of this page, in one time block. The function φ is a convex function according to the lemma 2 referred in [17] and the necessary and sufficient conditions of convex function mentioned in [38] .
And then, we substitute t wm (0) i into C12, C13. The subproblem of optimization of computation and communication resource can be denoted as follows: 
Obviously, P 3 is a convex optimization problem since the objection function and constraints are all convex, so it can be solved by an optimization technique such as interior point method and Lagrange multiplier method and so on. After solving P 3 , we can get four solution vectors λ wm λ wm λ wm , λ wme λ wme λ wme , t wme t wme t wme , t me t me t me through which we can get the suboptimal solution of P 3 with given t wm (0) t wm (0) t wm (0) . And then, by solving Problem P 3 using Lagrange multiplier method, the partial Lagrange function is defined as (23) to MEC server as (26) , as shown at the top of this page, which is a monotonic increasing function of δ * i > 0. According to (23b) and substituting (25a), (25b) into it, the local execution ratio λ loc * i can be described as (27) , as shown at the top of this page, which is a monotonic increasing function of δ * i > 0. Because task A i cannot be completed within the delay T ,i.e., 
Meanwhile, combining (23a) with (23b), the following equation can be get. because (23e),(23h) and (23i) must be hold for P 3 , we are not sure about the values of Lagrange Multipliers α i , µ 0 , µ 1 . Therefore, we study the following three situations.
First, we assume that α i = 0, µ 0 = 0, µ 1 = 0, which mean the SWDs,SMD and the MEC server have sufficient computation capacity [22] to accomplish A i . And then, P 3 is transformed into solving binary nonlinear equations, and the two variables are (δ * i , λ wm * i ), ∀i ∈ N .The nonlinear equations are described as follows: (27) , (29) 1 − λ
The equation set can be solved by the well-studied algorithm such as Newton method, Least Square method, Bisection method and so on. Substituting , and verify whether the solution satisfies the whole constraints or not. If it is true, the algorithm give the optimal solution. The proposed solution approach is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Optimal Algorithm for Solving the First Situation of P 3
Require:
Calculate λ loc i using µ 0 ,δ i , α i and (27) Second, we assume that finite edge capacity and infinite SMD capacity, we get µ * 0 ≥ 0, µ * 1 = 0 and
e . P 3 is transformed into solving multivariate nonlinear equations, and the variables are (δ δ δ * , λ λ λ wm * , µ * 0 ). In order to solve the multivariate nonlinear equations, first of all, we assume that we know the value of µ * 0 and solve the equations (32) or (33), and then, the optimal µ * 0 ≥ 0 is get by Least Square method.
Meanwhile, we should consider the case that α
, the same as the former situation. (27) , (29) 
According to (32) , (33), it exists an unique (δ
, ∀i ∈ N with µ 0 given. And then, there exists a unique µ * 0 satisfying (34) using Least Square method.
Hence, we can get the optimal resource allocation policy. The proposed solution approach is described in Algorithm 2. Third, finite edge capacity and finite SMD capacity.
is transformed into solving multivariate nonlinear equations, and the variables are (δ δ δ * , λ λ λ wm * , µ * 0 , µ * 1 ).The method of this situation can be described as follows: In the first place, the value of Algorithm 3 Optimal Algorithm for Solving the Third Situation of P 3
Calculate λ loc i using µ 0 ,µ 1 ,δ i , α i and (27) ), ∀i ∈ N can be get by solving the following equations (35) with µ 0 , µ 1 given. (27) , (29) 
Next, we should consider the constraint of λ wm * i , i.e. (28), too. The value of (δ * i , λ wm * i , α * i ), ∀i ∈ N can be get by solving the following equations (36) with µ 0 , µ 1 given.
Finally, by solving the following binary nonlinear equations with Least Square method, we can get the optimal value of µ * 0 , µ * 1 .
At this point, we find the optimal solution in this situation. Thus, the approach is proposed as shown in algorithm 3. Ultimately, we make a summary of the above three situations, and the proposed optimal approach of Problem P 3 is shown in Algorithm 4. However, this three situations neglect the case that the SMD's computation capacity is used up and the edge's are not. When all the SMD's CPU frequency is allocated, the function of SMD's computation cooperation doesn't work and edge computation capacity is underutilized. Therefore, using the computing capacity of the edge server as much as possible will greatly reduce the total energy consumption of the proposed MEC system. And we give
Substituting the obtained resource allocation policy into the corresponding constraints, and combining the objective function ϕ(t wm i ), the optimal resource allocation policy (t wm t wm t wm )
can be given by problem P 4 as follows: 
Obviously, P 4 is a convex optimization problem, and thus can be solved by several algorithms mentioned before. Therefore, we make the second derivation of ϕ(t wm i ), which is denoted as follows: (1) i − t wm (1) i and the solution of equation ϕ (t wm i ) = 0, respectively.
The approach is shown in Algorithm 5 for solving Problem P 4 .
Algorithm 5 Optimal Algorithm for Solving Problem P 4
Require: t wme (1) t wme (1) t wme (1) , λ wm (1) λ wm (1) λ wm (1) , λ wme (1) λ wme (1) λ wme (1) , λ loc (1) λ loc (1) λ loc (1) , ϕ (t wm i )is the derivative of ϕ(t wm i ) 1: t wm max i = T − t wme (1) i − t me (1) (1) t wm (1) t wm (1) C. ALGORITHM DESIGN Based on the previous two subsections, optimal resource allocation policy can be obtained by optimizing one block of target variables while remaining the other variables fixed. Moreover, the two subproblems are both the convex optimization problems. Hence, we propose a block coordinate descent algorithm to solve the original problem P 2 . More specifically, we first specify an initial first time slot vector (t wm (0) t wm (0) t wm (0) ). We reformulate the optimization problem P 2 as subproblem P 3 . P 3 and P 2 has the same optimal solution (λ wm (1) λ wm (1) λ wm (1) , λ wme (1) λ wme (1) λ wme (1) , t wme (1) = 2MHz and B me = 20MHz [32] . For local execution model, we set κ w i = 10 −27 [37] and the SWD's maximum CPU frequency follow the uniform distribution with F max i ∼ U (0.5, 1)GHz [19] . For the SMD execution model, we set κ m = 2 * 10 −28 [27] and the SMD's maximum CPU frequency F max m = 6GHz. Meanwhile, the finite computation capacity of MEC server is modeled with an offloaded upper bound F max e = 12000 Megacycles [22] in one time slice. For the computation task, the input data size follows Uniform distributions, I i ∼ U (300, 500)KB [19] , and the total required number of CPU cycles follow Gaussian distributions, C i ∼ N (1500, 100)Megacycles. Both channel power gain h wm i and h me are modeled as h 0 = 10 −3 d −γ , where h 0 is assumed to be Rayleigh fading with average power loss set as 10 −3 , γ represents the path-loss exponent and here we set γ = 3 [24] , [27] . Besides, setting the time-block T = 1.5s.
A. ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND FAILURE RATIO OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this simulation, we present numerical results to validate the performance of the proposed joint computation and communication cooperation design in two-tier offloading system, named as a joint optimization algorithm for two-tier computation and communication resource (J2CT), compared with the following benchmarks for the joint allocation of computation and communication resources in a single-tier offloading system. In order to avoid contingency, the simulations are repeated 100 times. Offloading Computation task to the nearer SMD(J2M): We assume that the computation tasks in SWDs are partitioned into two parts for the SWD's local execution and offloading to the nearer SMD, respectively. The corresponding values of known variables to solving Problem P 3 are set as λ wme i = 0 and t wme i = t me i = 0. Offloading Computation task to the farther MEC server(J2E): In this benchmark, the computation tasks are divided into two parts for the SWD's local execution and offloading to the farther MEC server through the AP, separately. The offloading is assisted by the SMD's communication cooperation as a transmission relay. The energy consumption by transmitting offloading data to MEC server directly will cost much more than offloading assisted by SMD. Therefore, we select J2E as a benchmark. Further, the corresponding values to solving Problem P 3 are set asλ wm i = 0, t wm i = 0. Fig. 3 shows the curves of total energy consumption and the failure ratio with numbers of SWDs increasing. Where the amount of SWDs varies from 1 to 20. From Fig. 3(a) , we can see that the energy consumption increases with the number of SWDs increasing and proposed J2CT method still has the lowest energy consumption than other resource allocation algorithms in general. It is obvious that J2M approach takes much more energy than other methods, which indicates that offloading task to the MEC system can reduce the energy consumption effectively. Besides, J2E method consumes a little more energy than our proposed method. Meanwhile, J2CT method makes the maximum use of computation and communication resources in SMD and MEC server. Hence, proposed J2CT method can assign resources for more SMDs, which has been verified in Fig. 3(b) . Fig. 3(b) shows that the failure ratios of J2M method and J2E method have become 100% while the failure ratio of J2CT method is still 0. Then, the failure ratio begins increase with the number of SWDs increasing. What's more, the average number of iterations is around 2 times in this simulation even though the amount of SWDs increases. Therefore, our proposed algorithm J2CT can fix the joint resource optimization problem proposed for energy saving in this paper. This also confirms that offloading computation tasks to edge devices can greatly improve device resource utilization. Fig. 4 shows the curves of total average energy consumption and the failure ratio with the time block increasing from 1.0 to 2.0(s) when the number of SWDs is 5 or 10. Fig. 4 (a) and 4(c) show the energy consumption while the number of SWDs is 5 and 10, respectively. And Fig. 4(b) and 4(d) show the failure ratio when the number of SWDs are 5 and 10, respectively. From Fig. 4(a) , we can see that the energy consumption decreases with the time block increasing, and the energy consumption of J2CT is still the smallest. Fig. 4(c) indicates that the failure ratio of J2M method is 100% because SMD doesn't have sufficient resources, the J2E's failure ratio increases with the time block increasing due to the time block increasing and the J2CT's failure ratio is 0 owe to the sufficient resources in SMD and MEC server. It is the reason that we can see that the energy consumption decreases with the time block increasing, and the energy consumption of J2CT is still the smallest. From Fig. 4(b) , we can see that the failure ratio of J2M increases with the time block increasing and other two algorithm's failure rations are 0. Meanwhile, Fig. 4(d) demonstrates that the failure ratio of J2E increases with the time block increasing, the J2M's is 100% and proposed J2CT's failure ratio is 0.
B. EFFECT OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this simulation, we verify the effect of proposed algorithm to solve two-tier problem. To this end, we give the other two algorithms for comparison on the time cost of algorithm and the energy consumption of optimal resource allocation policy, respectively.
Sequential Quadratic Programing (SQP): the objective function and the whole constraints are quadratic differentiable function and SQP methods can be used to solve Problem P 2 . SQP methods have become more popular in solving an optimization problem involving inequality constraints and then SQP is used as a baseline.
Sequential Quadratic Programming Plus Block Coordinate Descent (SqpPBcd): the optimal solutions of Problem P 3 and P 4 can be get by SQP methods. And hence, through several iterations of BCD method, we can get the optimal resource allocation strategy.
Fig . 5 and 6 shows the execution time and energy consumption of three methods with the time block and the number of SWDs increasing, where the value of time block varies from 1.0 to 2.0(s) and the number of SWDs varies from 1 to 18. From Fig. 5(a) and 6(a) , we can see that the minimize energy consumption get from our proposed algorithm is the same as SqpPBcd method, and is close to the optimal objective value of SQP method. Therefore, our proposed optimization algorithm is feasible and effective. However, Fig. 5 (b) and 6(b) show that the execution time of the algorithm we proposed is much less than another two benchmarks. The Fig. 6(a) shows that the execution time of the two benchmarks decreases with the time block increasing, but their execution time is still much more than our proposed J2CT method. Meanwhile, the Fig. 6(b) shows that the execution time of the other two benchmarks increases with the SWD number increasing, but the execution time of our proposed J2CT method is stable within a certain scope. Besides, the effect is better than another benchmarks. This is because our optimization processing method reduces the execution time and simplifies the computational processes. Finally, our proposed algorithm reduces the difficulty of solving Problem P 1 .
Although the decomposing based method is generally considered to be time-consuming, it is widely used because of its ability to solve complexity problems. Furthermore, our simulations show that our proposed algorithm always can output the suboptimal solution within less iteration times.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the two-tier task offloading problem that the SWD not only can offload the computational task to the nearby SMD but also offload them to the MEC server with the help of SMD. Computation and communication cooperation are executed simultaneously on SMD. Based on TDMA, the time block is divided into three time slots. In the first time slot, SMD receives the input data from SWD. Then, in the remaining time, the SMD acts as a relay and computes the offloading task, both of which are performed simultaneously on the SMD. Thus, the proposed system provides a good solution to increase the number of SWDs supported by edge computing and reduce the energy consumption. To further reduce energy consumption, we formulated a joint optimization problem for two-tier computation and computation resource (J2CT). Finally, we propose an iterative method based on block coordinate descent and Lagrange method to solve the formulated non-convex optimization problem. The simulation results show that our present joint optimization method not only is superior to other single-tier resource allocation strategy, but also can obtain the optimal resource allocation policy at a lower time cost. At the same time, compared with SQP algorithm, the correctness and effectiveness of the solution are verified. This proposed approach has wide application prospects in reducing the energy consumption of wearable devices for the two-tier resource allocation problem. 
